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Background Leptomeningeal disease (LMD) occurs in approx. 5% of patients with breast cancer (BC) with median survival of 2-4 months. Here we investigated intrathecal (IT) delivery of HER2/HER3-dendritic cell vaccine (DCV) in BC-LMD murine model.

Methods HER2+ and triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) murine BC cells were injected into CSF of BALB/c mice to render LMD. We developed an murine Ommaya device that mimics the Ommaya reservoir in patients for the IT administration of DCV into CSF.

Results HER2-/HER3-DCV was able to rescue disease mice (71% in HER2+ breast cancer-LMD and 28% in triple negative breast cancer-LMD) with complete tumor regression. Surviving mice also exhibited adaptive immunity against tumor rechallenge.

Conclusions Our preclinical data supported a clinical trial (submitted) of the IT delivery of DCV in breast cancer patients with LMD.
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